
   

 

 

With summer gone and fall approaching change is in the air.  We’ve picked up on that and we are changing 

the way we look at things, from new ideas to new procedures we are hoping to open ourselves up to new 

and exciting opportunities. 

First we would like to welcome two new employees to the MB family.   

 Katherine is the new office administrator taking on all the customer responsibilities.  She is 
implementing new ideas in the office to ensure every customers order is processed smoothly and on 
time!  There is a lot of work that goes along with our ISO certification and she is working diligently to 
follow all ISO procedures.    

 Corey Billow is new to our production department.  Adding him to the team has enabled us to work 
on jobs that we normally would have had to send out to have processes done.  We have now starting 
Grinding again which speeds up delivery time and keeps costs down.   

The staff at MB would also like to introduce two new representatives that we have just signed on:  

 Eric Krone of Phoenix United Associates INC. who will be representing MB in the New Jersey area Eric 
has over 35 years of industry experience in Manufacturing, Sales and Marketing. 

 Richard Fournier of OEMpartners Inc. representing all of Canada.  He has been in the industry for 35 
years and is fully bilingual (French & English) which is an asset for our customers in Quebec, he also 
specializes in the Electronics Assembly Industry. 

For 26 years MB Manufacturing has been committed to high quality products and has strived for 100% 
customer satisfaction.  With our ISO certification it allows us to see where our internal and external problems 
are.  We constantly review every part of our business to make changes to maintain our high quality and 
customer service standards. 

NEW PRODUCT LINE: 

MB has finally sealed the deal with Fancort.  We have taken over Fancort’s adjustable fixture line.  Check out 
our website to see these fixtures or just give us a call! 

   CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE: http://www.mb-mfg.com, for new products and updates. 
 

Don’t forget about 

our machining 

capabilities!!!! 

http://www.mb-mfg.com/

